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About This Game

Football Blitz is an action packed, vibrant soccer game. You can choose from several different game modes, so everyone will
find his favorite one. Play a single player mode or get even more fun gaming with your friend in 2 players mode. We

recommend to use controllers in the game.

Game modes

 Quick Match - It's easy, score more goals than your opponent.

 Crazy - Soccer with some "Crazy" spice. Win against your opponent in a match where you can get hit by a lightning,
accidentally step on landmine or be frozen by the opponent.

 Tournament (only for 1 Player) - To become a champion and be better than others you will have to eliminate your
rivals in playoffs.

 Challenge (only for 1 Player) - If you like challenges this mode is exactly for you. Show your skills and prove that you
can accurately kick, be a perfect goalkeeper or knock down your moving opponent.

 Assault (only for 2 Players) - Forget scoring goals, they aim of this mode is to knock down your friend by strongly
hitting him with the ball.
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Nice enough game for what it is, but it feels more like one of those free games you play once with your friend and that's it. No
real "replay" value. It's a fun game, but if more content was added that would be great.

And yeah, the game was JUST released as I'm writing this, but I still feel like there isn't enough content for the price, and that's
saying a lot considering it only costs 4 euro. If the price was, let's say, 1 euro, or hell - if it was free - I'd give it a solid 10\/10 for
what it is. It's still fun, just not enough content compared to the price.

Overall, fun game, but not enough content to keep me interested for very long.

Also, the costumes and the way your character moves is really cute, so they got that right.

I do feel bad for refunding the game, but if more content is added I will 100% buy it again.. its better on the phone but not bad a
good way to waist time tho. Wouldnt pay full price I would recommend to get it on sale it has trading cards . nothing really
fancy but it is good for young kids. Time killer.
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